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ABSTRACT.—Abundance, food-searching intensity, physiological status, and population attributes of wood mice (Apodemus sylvaticus) were studied in forest islands of central Spain. Seventeen isolated woodlots (Quercus rotundifolia) ranging from 0.1 to 280 ha were studied. The results show high densities of mice and high rates of predation on acorns in the smaller forests.

Impact of forest destruction on wildlife is one of the main subjects of investigation in wildlife conservation (Soulé, 1986; Verner et al., 1986). Animal communities are usually affected by reduction and fragmentation of forests because of habitat modifications, greater activity of predators, and extinctions (Gilpin 1987; Wilcove et al., 1986). In spite of the contribution of small mammals to ecosystems (Golley et al., 1975), little work has been devoted to the experimental study of their role in this process of forest destruction (Bennet, 1987).

Stamps et al. (1987) considered which forest patches may be bounded by a “hard edge,” an impenetrable physical or psychological barrier that some small mammals never cross to enter surrounding habitats (Wegner and Merriam, 1979; Yahner, 1983). Under these conditions, populations of forest vertebrates face increasing local extinction rates not compensated by a parallel increase in immigration rates as patch-size of forest decreases (Mac Arthur and Wilson, 1967). Geuse et al. (1985) observed local extinctions of the bank vole (Clethrionomys glareolus) in small forests. Forest patches also may be bounded by “soft edges,” boundaries permeable to emigrating individuals of some species. Wood mice (Apodemus sylvaticus), for instance, cross open fields to reach islands of wooded habitat (Kikkawa, 1964) in which they can reach high densities during winter (Geuse et al., 1985). Because mice eat a broad range of resources (mainly seeds, but also fruit and invertebrates—Hansson, 1985; Obrtel and Holisova, 1983) in the ground, shrubs, and trees (Montgomery, 1980), high rates of predation on seeds could strongly affect the regeneration patterns of many plant species (Hansson, 1974; Reichman, 1979). As wood mice mainly occupy forest edges (Hoffmeyer and Hansson, 1974) and edge : size ratio of forests increases as forest size decreases, abundance and impact on forest food resources of mice should be higher in smaller woodlots.

Herein, we describe patterns of abundance and food-searching intensity of wood mouse wintering in different sized woodlots of central Spain. As abundance may be a misleading indicator of habitat quality (Van Horne, 1983), we also studied some physiological (weight, reproductive status) and population (sex ratio) attributes of mice to test the effect of forest reduction on their populations.

STUDY AREA

The study was conducted during winter 1988–1989 in a flat area with an average elevation of 800 m and dominated by extensive fields of grain crops (mainly barley and wheat). Remnants of the original forest are interspersed among these fields. These patches consist of holm oaks (Quercus rotundifolia) mixed with a smaller proportion of Lusitanian oaks (Q. faginea) and Sabina junipers (Juniperus thurifera), accompanied by shrubs from the genera Cistus, Thymus, Lavandula, and Genista. Holm oaks exhibit interyear differences in acorn production (Ceballos and Ruiz, 1979). The 1988 crop was low and no acorns were observed in or under trees during winter.

We studied rodents in 17 isolated woodlots ranging from 0.1 to 280 ha (assessed from aerial photographs). Earlier trapping and the study of owl (Strix aluco) pellets showed that wood mice, common voles (Microtus arvalis), and garden dormice (Eliomys quercinus) occupy these forests. Common voles were scarce in these forests and occupied sectors were easily noted from runways through grass. Garden dormice hibernate during winter.
FIG. 1.—Relationship between (a) abundance of wood mice (individuals/trap) and forest size and (b) between the mean percent of acorns preyed upon and forest size.

throughout the winter. The wood mouse, thus, is the most ubiquitous, abundant, and active wintering rodent in these forests.

METHODS

One-half acorns (Q. rotundifolia) were used to assess food-searching intensity by mice. This approach was useful as acorn remnants showed teeth marks after being used by mice. Further, fecal pellets near acorns were used to identify acorn predators (always wood mice). Groups of three one-half acorns were placed during the night in all forest sites, from six groups in forests under 2 ha to 49 groups in forests >200 ha, according to a logarithmic scale of forest size. They were situated in transects starting in the border and traced across the core of forests. Separation between consecutive stations varied according to forest size: about 10-15 m in small forests and 20-30 m in forests >10 ha. Of the three one-half acorns in each group, one was pinned with a nail on the ground, over a root of the selected tree; one also was pinned on the bare bark of the trunk, ca. 1.5 m above ground; and one was bound with a wire to a branch (ca. 1 cm diameter) 3-4 m above the base of the tree. The distance above the base for acorns on branches was measured as the theoretical lineal path followed by a mouse searching for food from the ground. Two experiments were performed during January and February in which 1,287 one-half acorns (429 trees) were placed for mice during a night. Percentages of one-half acorns eaten by mice were used to evaluate the intensity of seed predation during January, February, and the whole period (mean predation rate).

Six to 49 trap stations were placed in each woodlot during the 1st days of March, after the foraging tests. Each station was provided with two snap-traps to prevent saturation (Smith et al., 1975). Trap stations were located close to trees used in foraging tests. Captures during 2 consecutive nights were used to obtain an abundance index (number individuals caught/trap) in each forest. Additional trap stations (five series with 15 trap stations each) also were used to estimate abundance in surrounding corn fields. For all mice captured, weight, sex, and reproductive status (testes development in males and pregnancy in females) were recorded. Data transformations and statistical analyses were made according to Zar (1984).

RESULTS

Abundance of mice was greater in forests than in surrounding fields (0.014 mice/trap, 132 traps, in cornfields and 0.179 mice/trap, 876 traps, in forests). Abundance diminished as forest size increased (log-transformed forest size and arcsine-transformed abundance, $r = -0.73$, $P < 0.001$; Fig. 1). Acorn use also decreased as forest size increased (log-transformed forest size and arcsine-transformed percent acorn use, $r = -0.59$, $P < 0.05$; Fig. 1). Acorn use also was correlated positively with abundance (acorn use and abundance, both arcsine-transformed, $r = 0.54$, $P < 0.05$). Percent acorn use in January and February was correlated positively (arcsine-transformed values, $r = 0.78$, $P < 0.001$), which seems to indicate a constant pattern of spatial distribution of predation rate in forests of different size throughout winter. Intensity of acorn use by mice increased in all substrata as forest size decreased. Mice preyed more intensively on acorns on
the ground than on trunks; acorns on branches were used least. These patterns of foraging were similar in forests of different sizes (Table 1).

Despite a shortage of data on mice inhabiting large forests, we suggest no differences in number of females: number of males among mouse populations (32:50, 14:25, and 4:8 in <10, 10-100, and >100 ha woodlots; $\chi^2 = 0.46$, $P > 0.05$), proportion of sexually active males (37/50, 14/25, and 6/8 sexual active/sexual inactive males in the three forest size intervals; $\chi^2 = 0.84$, $P > 0.05$), and proportion of pregnant females (0/37, 0/14, and 0/4 active/inactive females). Females (19.7 ± 3.3 g, 21.1 ± 3.6 g, and 20.4 ± 3.4 g in small, medium, and large forests, respectively; analysis of variance, $F = 1.02$, $P > 0.05$) and males (23.1 ± 3.4 g, 23.2 ± 2.7 g, and 21.3 ± 3.5 g; analysis of variance, $F = 1.20$, $P > 0.05$) inhabiting forests of different sizes showed similar weight-distribution patterns.

**DISCUSSION**

From these results, we suggest crowding of wintering mice in smaller forests where they are more abundant than in large forests and surrounding cornfields. This pattern of winter distribution of mouse abundance in these agricultural areas can be related to winter-nesting and feeding requirements of the species. In agricultural areas of central Spain, wood mice occupy open fields during summer, but concentrate during winter in the most highly vegetated, unploughed plots, probably because such areas provide better winter-nesting places than intensively cultivated corn fields (Montgomery and Gurnell, 1985). Nevertheless, the surrounding fields provide the species with a supply of weeds, its main food resource. The weed density in fields is higher than that obtained on the forest floor (Roberts, 1981; Telleria et al., 1988).

Suitability of small forests as wintering habitat for wood mice also must be tested by analyzing traits other than abundance patterns (Van Horne, 1983). Differences in sex ratios could illustrate any kind of intrasexual competition (e.g., young males usually are excluded by dominant males under population stress—Dobson, 1982; Gurnell, 1978); differences in weight and reproductive status could demonstrate differences in physiological conditions at the end of winter (the winter sexual activity was related to adequacy of environmental conditions—Clarke, 1985; Hansson, 1984). However, no clear difference was observed among populations, indicating that mice from small forests seem to be similar to those inhabiting the large ones. Thus, in spite of crowding, mice inhabiting small forests seem to occupy an adequate habitat in which they can efficiently survive during winter.

The increase in use of experimental acorns, and the parallel increase of food-searching intensity (e.g., increasing use of bare trunks and branches) as forest size decreases suggest negative consequences of mouse distribution during winter in forest islands. Mice can become significant seed eaters in European forests (Drozdz, 1966), many of which have interyear fluctuations in the seed crops. Nielsen (1977) and Jensen (1982) showed that in a year of major seed production a large number of beech (*Fagus sylvatica*) nuts or acorns survive predation, hence have the potential of germinating into new individual plants. In contrast, between years of major seed crops, they showed that rodents alone consumed large percentages of the seeds produced. Synchronization of seed production thus has the advantage of maximizing the probability of seeds escaping

---

**Table 1.** *Half acorns eaten by wood mice according to forest size and substrate.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>&lt;10 ha n</th>
<th>&lt;10 ha % eaten</th>
<th>10-100 ha n</th>
<th>10-100 ha % eaten</th>
<th>&gt;100 ha n</th>
<th>&gt;100 ha % eaten</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>20.44***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunks</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>46.62***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>30.65***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$*** P < 0.001.$
predation (Janzen 1971). This effect may be reduced in small forests (Boucher, 1981; Nilsson and Wästljung, 1987; Wästljung, 1989), especially if, as we show, there is a sharp increase in the abundance of some seed predator. This fact should contribute to a floristic change of these forest remnants and a decrease in their regeneration capability. Therefore, seed depletion may have a negative effect on other vertebrates that feed on seeds or fruit during autumn and winter (e.g., many wintering birds in the Mediterranean Region—Herrera, 1984; Jordano, 1987; Telleria, 1988).

According to Main (1987), retention of forest habitats that existed more widely before fragmentation and the provision of habitat for plant species, and migratory and sedentary animals, are the main role of forest remnants in agricultural landscapes. This role probably cannot be fulfilled in small forests because of the disturbing effects resulting from fragmentation. However, little work has been devoted to study of the causal origin of these negative trends (e.g., role of the different groups of species and their interactions). From our results, we suggest the need of more work about the role of small mammals in determining the structure and dynamics of forest remnants.
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